The allow list stores up to 200 entries, the block list stores up to 1,000 entries.

Caller ID

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Ans sys setup – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Ans rings – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – Phone number – SELECT.

Caller ID settings

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call screening – SELECT.

Call categories

- Call numbers that are "out of area or private".
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your directory.
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your block list.
- Calls with ID names not found in your star name list.
- Calls with phone numbers found in your block list.
- Calls from your block list.
- Calls from your allow list.
- Calls from your call categories.

Call blocking

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. CALL BLOCK in mode – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Block list – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – w/ Caller name – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – w/o Caller name – SELECT.

Caller ID announce

When this feature is on and you have an incoming call and the handset or base speaks "Caller ID," the name of the caller is displayed in the phone's directory or call information. You can turn this feature off for the base or each individual handset.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call ID ann – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – w/ Caller name – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – w/o Caller name – SELECT.

Call screening

Use this feature to choose whether incoming messages are automatically answered but not recorded when you are not available. If you turn call screening on, you hear the answering system announce the caller ID number and play your voicemail message before playing your voicemail message. You can then choose whether to accept or reject the call.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. CALL BLOCK in mode – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call w/o num – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Caller name – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – w/o Caller name – SELECT.

Smart call blocker*

If you have subscribed to caller ID service offered by most telephone service providers. The telephone service provider delivers caller ID information of the last 50 incoming calls in the telephone's directory. The caller ID information is common to all devices.

Caller ID announce

When this feature is on and you have an incoming call and the handset and/or base speaks "Caller ID," the name of the caller is displayed in the phone’s directory or call information. You can turn this feature off for the base or each individual handset.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
2. CID or DIR – Call ID ann – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Select – [CID] or [DIR] – On or OFF – SELECT.

Volume control

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Volume – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Vol +/- – SELECT.

Caller ID

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call control and options – SELECT.

Call categories

- Call numbers that are "out of area or private".
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your directory.
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your block list.
- Calls with ID names not found in your star name list.

Call control and options

Using a cordless handset:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call control and options – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – Call numbers – SELECT.
5. CID or DIR – Call screening – SELECT.

Call screening

Use this feature to choose whether incoming messages are automatically answered but not recorded when you are not available. If you turn call screening on, you hear the answering system announce the caller ID number and play your voicemail message before playing your voicemail message. You can then choose whether to accept or reject the call.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. CALL BLOCK in mode – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call w/o num – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Caller name – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – w/o Caller name – SELECT.

Caller ID announce

When this feature is on and you have an incoming call and the handset and/or base speaks "Caller ID," the name of the caller is displayed in the phone’s directory or call information. You can turn this feature off for the base or each individual handset.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call ID ann – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Select – [CID] or [DIR] – On or OFF – SELECT.

Volume control

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Volume – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Vol +/- – SELECT.

Caller ID

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call control and options – SELECT.

Call categories

- Call numbers that are "out of area or private".
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your directory.
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your block list.
- Calls with ID names not found in your star name list.

Call control and options

Using a cordless handset:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call control and options – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – Call numbers – SELECT.
5. CID or DIR – Call screening – SELECT.

Call screening

Use this feature to choose whether incoming messages are automatically answered but not recorded when you are not available. If you turn call screening on, you hear the answering system announce the caller ID number and play your voicemail message before playing your voicemail message. You can then choose whether to accept or reject the call.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. CALL BLOCK in mode – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call w/o num – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Caller name – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – w/o Caller name – SELECT.

Caller ID announce

When this feature is on and you have an incoming call and the handset and/or base speaks "Caller ID," the name of the caller is displayed in the phone’s directory or call information. You can turn this feature off for the base or each individual handset.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call ID ann – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Select – [CID] or [DIR] – On or OFF – SELECT.

Volume control

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Volume – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Vol +/- – SELECT.

Caller ID

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call control and options – SELECT.

Call categories

- Call numbers that are "out of area or private".
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your directory.
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your block list.
- Calls with ID names not found in your star name list.

Call control and options

Using a cordless handset:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call control and options – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – Call numbers – SELECT.
5. CID or DIR – Call screening – SELECT.

Call screening

Use this feature to choose whether incoming messages are automatically answered but not recorded when you are not available. If you turn call screening on, you hear the answering system announce the caller ID number and play your voicemail message before playing your voicemail message. You can then choose whether to accept or reject the call.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. CALL BLOCK in mode – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call w/o num – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Caller name – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – w/o Caller name – SELECT.

Caller ID announce

When this feature is on and you have an incoming call and the handset and/or base speaks "Caller ID," the name of the caller is displayed in the phone’s directory or call information. You can turn this feature off for the base or each individual handset.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call ID ann – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Select – [CID] or [DIR] – On or OFF – SELECT.

Volume control

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Volume – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Vol +/- – SELECT.

Caller ID

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call control and options – SELECT.

Call categories

- Call numbers that are "out of area or private".
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your directory.
- Calls with phone numbers not found in your block list.
- Calls with ID names not found in your star name list.

Call control and options

Using a cordless handset:
1. [CID] or [DIR] – Answering sys – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call categories – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Call control and options – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – Call numbers – SELECT.
5. CID or DIR – Call screening – SELECT.

Call screening

Use this feature to choose whether incoming messages are automatically answered but not recorded when you are not available. If you turn call screening on, you hear the answering system announce the caller ID number and play your voicemail message before playing your voicemail message. You can then choose whether to accept or reject the call.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:
1. CALL BLOCK in mode – SELECT.
2. CID or DIR – Call w/o num – SELECT.
3. CID or DIR – Caller name – SELECT.
4. CID or DIR – w/o Caller name – SELECT.